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I.

INTRODUCTION
The ’912 Patent generally concerns techniques used for controlling the flow

of particles and fluids, techniques that have particular utility, for example, in
analyzing samples using flow cytometers. Flow cytometers function by passing
individual particles, such as cells, within a stream of fluid past a detector, which
measures certain characteristics of each particle and takes actions based on that
evaluation. To do that, the flow cytometer must regulate the flow of the sample so
that the particles in the sample move into a substantially single-file particle stream,
which enables each particle to be measured individually by the detector.
The process by which particles in a sample are moved into this particle
stream is generally referred to as “hydrodynamically focusing” the sample or
particles. Ex. 1003 (Di Carlo Declaration) ¶¶ 43–48. It involves introducing a
sample into a stream of fluid that carries the sample through a physical channel (a
“flow chamber”) leading to the detector. An illustration of hydrodynamic focusing
in a flow cytometer is provided in Miyake. See Ex. 1010 (“Miyake”); Ex. 1003
¶ 50. Miyake shows in Figure 1 a stream of particles within a sample being
narrowly focused within the flow chamber, which allows the light source and
scattered light detector in the flow cytometer to interrogate each particle in the
stream individually:
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Ex. 1010, Fig. 1; Ex. 1003 ¶ 50. The introduced fluid that surrounds, moves, and
positions the sample is typically referred to as “sheath fluid.”
“Sheath flow” refers to a particular type of fluid flow in which one layer of
fluid (e.g., the sheath layer, which contains sheath fluid) surrounds another layer of
fluid (e.g., the sample layer, which contains particles) on more than one side. Ex.
1003 ¶¶ 44–45. For example, the sheath layer may form a concentric layer of fluid
around a sample layer, surrounding the sample layer on all sides. Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 44–
45. Figure 1 of Weigl illustrates this well-known concept. See Ex. 1005
(“Weigl”), 2:1–5; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 44–45. It provides a cross-sectional depiction of a
flow channel in which a particle within a central sample layer is suspended in a
sheath fluid layer and surrounded on all sides by sheath fluid:
2
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Ex. 1005, Fig. 1 (annotated to include red circles); Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 44–45.
As Weigl explains, the sample was placed into the sheath flow “by injecting,
via a needle or other concentric opening, a center fluid (41) containing a sample
with particles (42) into a sheath fluid . . . .” Ex. 1005, 1:37–42; Ex. 1003 ¶ 45.
The sheath of fluid (40) around the particles (42) in the sample (41) prevents the
particles from contacting the sides of the flow channel. See Ex. 1005, 1:18–37,
2:1–14; Ex. 1003 ¶ 45. This prevents clogging, protects particles (such as live
cells), and produces more uniform velocity and transit times through detectors.
See Ex. 1005, 2:5–14; Ex. 1003 ¶ 45.
The purported invention of the ’912 Patent—a flow structure for suspending
a particle in a sheath fluid—is squarely within the prior art. Long before the ’912
Patent was filed, flow structures far more sophisticated than those claimed in the
’912 Patent had been described in a number of publications and patents. Ex. 1003
¶¶ 44–45, 49–105.

3
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One such system and its use in providing hydrodynamic focusing in flow
cytometry applications was described in U.S. Patent No. 6,506,609 to Wada et al.
(“Wada”). Wada—filed more than four years before the earliest priority date of
the ’912 Patent—described advanced microfluidic systems that employ one or
more inlets to hydrodynamically focus samples and particles within the samples.
As discussed in detail below in section IV, Wada anticipates or would have
rendered obvious systems and methods meeting each and every limitation of the
challenged claims. As each of the challenged claims of the ’912 Patent is
unpatentable, the Board should institute trial on the basis of this petition and cancel
these claims.
As discussed in detail below, Wada anticipates or would have rendered
obvious flow structures meeting each and every limitation of the challenged
claims. As the challenged claims of the ’912 Patent are unpatentable, the Board
should institute trial on the basis of this petition and cancel these claims.
II.

COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS FOR A PETITION FOR
INTER PARTES REVIEW
A.

Certification that the ’912 Patent May Be Contested by Petitioner

ABS Global, Inc. (“Petitioner”) certifies it is not barred or estopped from
requesting inter partes review of U.S. Patent No. 9,446,912 (“’912 Patent”) (Ex.
1001). Neither Petitioner, nor any party in privity with Petitioner, (i) has filed a
civil action challenging the validity of any claim of the ’912 Patent; or (ii) has been
4
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served a complaint alleging infringement of the ’912 Patent more than a year prior
to the present date. Also, the ’912 Patent has not been the subject of a prior inter
partes review or a finally concluded district court litigation involving Petitioner.
Petitioner therefore certifies that the ’912 Patent is available for inter partes
review.
B.

Fee for Inter Partes Review (37 CFR § 42.15(a))

The Director is authorized to charge the fee specified by 37 CFR § 42.15(a)
to Deposit Account No. 50-1597.
C.

Mandatory Notices (37 CFR § 42.8(b))
i.

Real Party in Interest (§ 42.8(b)(1))

The real parties-in-interest in this petition are (1) ABS Global, Inc., located
at 1525 River Rd., DeForest, WI 53532; and (2) Genus plc, located at Belvedere
House, Basing View, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 4DZ, UK.
ii.

Other Proceedings (§ 42.8(b)(2))

The ’912 Patent is the subject of litigation in the United States District Court
for the District of Wisconsin (Civil Action Case No. 3:17-cv-446), which names
ABS Global, Inc. and Genus plc, among others, as defendants.
Petitions for inter partes review of certain claims of U.S. Patent Nos.
8,529,161, 7,611,309, and 7,311,476, which each share a common specification
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with the ’912 Patent, are also filed concurrently in Case Nos. IPR2017-02097,
IPR2017-02161, and IPR2017-02163, respectively.
iii.

Lead and Backup Lead Counsel (§ 42.8(b)(3))

Lead Counsel

Backup Lead Counsel

Jeffrey P. Kushan
Reg. No. 43,401
jkushan@sidley.com
(202) 736-8914

Lisa A. Schneider
Reg. No. 43,907
lschneider@sidley.com
(312) 853-7567
Paul J. Zegger
Reg. No. 33,821
pzegger@sidley.com
(213) 896-6000

iv.

Service on Petitioner (§ 42.8(b)(4))

Service on Petitioner may be made by e-mail (IPRNotices@sidley.com),
mail, or hand delivery to: Sidley Austin LLP, 1501 K Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20005. The fax number for Lead and Backup Counsel is (202) 736-8711.
v.

Proof of Service (37 CFR §§ 42.6(e) and 42.105(a))

Proof of service is provided in Attachment A.
III.

RELEVANT INFORMATION CONCERNING THE CONTESTED
PATENT
A.

Effective Filing Date of the ’912 Patent

The application that led to the ’912 Patent claims priority to a provisional
application that was filed on October 30, 2003. While Petitioner does not believe
that the ’912 Patent claims are entitled to that effective filing date, the prior art
6
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used in this petition is dated substantially earlier than October 30, 2003. It is thus
unnecessary for the Board to determine whether the claims are entitled to their
claimed priority date.
B.

Background of the Technology

A wide variety of flow structures for hydrodynamically focusing fluids and
particles were known before the effective filing date of the ’912 Patent. Ex. 1003 ¶
48. These structures used a variety of configurations and methods for
hydrodynamic focusing, all of which achieved the same goal as achieved by the
disclosure of the ’912 Patent: suspending particles in sheath fluid. See generally
Ex. 1005, 1006, 1010–1015, 1017; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 48–105. All of these prior art
systems and techniques have particular value in flow cytometry applications
because they all enable the precise positioning of particles in a sample within a
flow channel. Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 43, 60–64; see also Ex. 1005, 1:18–22, 2:5–7 (“Sheath
flow is useful because it positions particles with respect to illuminating light, e.g., a
laser beam . . . .”). To obtain accurate measurements in such a setting, “particles
are arranged in single file, typically by hydrodynamic focusing within a sheath
fluid . . . .” Ex. 1005, 1:24–27; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 60–62.
A brief summary of some of these prior art systems is provided below. This
summary shows that a skilled person prior to the earliest effective filing date of the
’912 Patent would have understood that sheath flow structures suspending a
7
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particle in sheath fluid could be made using microfluidic designs that employed
one or more sheath fluid inlets along a flow channel. With the exception of Wada
and Weigl, none of the prior art references discussed below in subsections (i)–
(vii) were cited during prosecution of the ’912 Patent.
i.

Miyake (Ex. 1010)

Miyake et al. described a two-layer channel design to achieve threedimensional focusing in a flow cytometer system. See Ex. 1010 (“Miyake”); Ex.
1003 ¶ 50. This was done by squeezing the sample fluid entering through an inlet
(“nozzle”) in a shorter channel with sheath fluid entering from both sides in taller
channels, as shown below:
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Ex. 1010, Fig. 4; Ex. 1003 ¶ 51. Miyake explained that its microfluidic system
induced a flow that “envelope[d] the sample fluid from all sides.” Ex. 1010, 267;
Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 52–53. As a result of the sheath fluid entering the primary flow
channel from two opposed inlets, particles within the sample fluid were focused at
the center of the flow channel (“capillary tube”). Ex. 1010, Fig. 13; Ex. 1003 ¶ 52.
ii.

Tashiro (Ex. 1011)

Tashiro et al. also described use of a multilayer design to produce threedimensional focusing. Ex. 1011 (“Tashiro”). In this design, sheath fluid entered at
a wider inlet (“Carrier Inlet”) upstream of a sample inlet, shown below, to produce
“[p]articles and cell handling micro fluidic devices . . . using laminar behavior in
microfabricated flow channels”:
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Ex. 1011, 209, Fig. 2; Ex. 1003 ¶ 54. The sheath fluid (“carrier flow”) is shown
flowing downstream, where it surrounds the sample flow from three sides. Ex.
1011, 209, Fig. 2; Ex. 1003 ¶ 55. A second inlet (“Carrier Inlet”) further
downstream of the first sheath fluid inlet and the sample inlet introduced additional
sheath fluid to surround the sheath flow from a fourth side. Ex. 1011, 209, Fig. 2;
Ex. 1003 ¶ 55. The fluid introduced through these inlets hydrodynamically
focused the sample in three dimensions, as illustrated below:

Ex. 1011, Fig. 1(b); Ex. 1003 ¶ 55.
iii.

Weigl (Ex. 1005)

Weigl illustrated a multiple inlet design that provides three-dimensional
hydrodynamic focusing of a sample in a flow channel. Its design (below) showed
use of both sheath fluid inlets and flow channel geometry to achieve hydrodynamic
focusing:

10
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Ex. 1005 (“Weigl”), Fig. 5A; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 56–57. Sheath fluid from a first sheath
fluid inlet (10b) surrounded a sample entering the flow channel (8b) through a
narrower, downstream sample injection inlet (20b) at inlet junction (21b). Ex.
1005, Fig. 5A; id., 11:62–12:15 and 12:42–50; Ex. 1003 ¶ 57. The sheath fluid
surrounded the sample on three sides (focusing the sample away from the top, left,
and right sides of the flow channel) and narrowed the sample stream within the
flow channel. Ex. 1005, 11:62–12:15 and 12:42–50; Ex. 1003 ¶ 57. Sheath fluid
from a second sheath fluid inlet (40) downstream of the sample inlet surrounded
the sample on a fourth side (focusing the sample away from the bottom of the flow
channel) at inlet junction (41). This concentrically surrounded the sample with
sheath fluid and further narrowed the sample stream. Ex. 1005, Fig. 5A; id.,
11:62–12:15 and 12:42–50; Ex. 1003 ¶ 58.
Weigl also shows use of tapered flow channel geometry downstream of the
sheath fluid inlets to further focus the sample horizontally and/or vertically. Ex.
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1003 ¶ 59; see Ex. 1005, Fig. 5B. This is depicted, for example, at region 26b in
Figure 5B, copied below:

Ex. 1005, Fig. 5B.
Weigl also discussed the practical utility of these systems for flow
cytometry. See Ex. 1005 at 1:18–22; Ex. 1003 ¶ 60. Weigl noted that, in this
setting, “[s]heath flow is useful because it positions particles with respect to
illuminating light, e.g., a laser beam . . . .”). Ex. 1005 at 2:5–7; Ex. 1003 ¶ 61. For
measurement in these systems, Weigl noted that “particles are arranged in singlefile, typically by hydrodynamic focusing within a sheath fluid . . . .” Ex. 1005 at
1:24–27; Ex. 1003 ¶ 62. To make the precise adjustments required for such
focusing, “[f]low cytometers often use two concentric fluids to carry particles
through the measurement zone,” which “facilitates the passage of the particles
through the measurement zone in a single file fashion, and helps avoid clogging of
the flow channel,” as exemplified in the microfluidic systems of Weigl. Ex. 1005
at 1:27–33; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 63–64.
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iv.

Nieuwenhuis 2001, 2002, and 2003 (Exs. 1012, 1013, 1014)

A series of papers from Nieuwenhuis et al. describe similar designs to
achieve three-dimensional focusing using sheath fluid injected through a
combination of sheath flow inlets. Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 67–79, 84–89.
Nieuwenhuis 2001 shows use of two sheath fluid inlets—one upstream and
one downstream relative to the sample inlet—to produce hydrodynamic focusing:

Ex. 1012, Fig. 5; Ex. 1003 ¶ 67.
In particular, the first sheath inlet (“Sheath inlet 1”) intersected the flow
channel upstream of a narrower, downstream sample inlet (“Sample inlet”), and
was used to inject sheath fluid into the flow channel. Ex. 1003 ¶ 68. The sample
inlet entered the device from the bottom, and injected a sample (“Sample liquid”)
upward through the sample inlet into the flow channel, where it met the sheath
fluid from the first sheath inlet. Ex. 1003 ¶ 68. A first focusing step occurred at
13
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this point, where sheath fluid was focused around the sample on the left and right
sides and the top of the sample. Ex. 1003 ¶ 69.
The sheath fluid and sample then flowed down the channel until they
encountered the second sheath inlet (“Sheath inlet 2”), which introduced additional
sheath fluid into the flow channel from the bottom. Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 69–70. This
provided a second focusing of the sample, moving sheath fluid around the bottom
of the sample fluid flow. Ex. 1003 ¶ 71. After this point, the sample was
surrounded on all sides (left, right, top, and bottom) by sheath fluid, and flowed
through the remainder of the microfluidic system depicted in Figure 5. Ex. 1003
¶ 71.
Nieuwenhuis 2001 also explained how to adjust the position of the sample
fluid (e.g., up or down) within the flow channel by manipulating the flow rates in
the second sheath inlet, as in the three inset panels on the right-hand side of Figure
5. Ex. 1003 ¶ 73. For example, the sample fluid could be focused into the center
of the flow channel (middle panel); adjusted up, by increasing the flow through the
second sheath inlet (top panel); or adjusted down by decreasing the flow through
the second sheath inlet (bottom panel). See Ex. 1012, Fig. 5; Ex. 1003 ¶ 73.
In Nieuwenhuis 2002, a similar design, shown below, provided additional
horizontal control over the sample:

14
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Ex. 1013, Fig. 1; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 74–75. Horizontal control in this design was
provided by a pair of horizontally opposed sheath fluid inlets (labeled “Control
inlet[s]”) positioned downstream from the sample inlet, which enabled various
adjustments of the dimensions and position of the sample flow in a lateral
dimension. Ex. 1003 ¶ 76. Figure 5 shows before-and-after images demonstrating
that introduction of sheath fluid through these sheath fluid inlets narrowed the
sample stream by surrounding the sample on the left and right sides:

(Before)

15
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(After)
Ex. 1013, Fig. 5 (annotated to include red circles and text annotations); Ex. 1003
¶¶ 77–78.
Nieuwenhuis 2003 showed another variation of this design that enabled
adjustable, dynamic, three-dimensional focusing in both horizontal and vertical
directions:

Ex. 1014, Fig. 3; Ex. 1003 ¶ 84. The design shown in Nieuwenhuis 2003
combined elements found in Nieuwenhuis 2001 and Nieuwenhuis 2002. It
included a wider sheath flow inlet upstream of a narrower sample inlet, a
downstream vertical position inlet, a tapered region, and a downstream horizontal
16
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control inlet to further position the sample stream, or core flow, within the flow
channel by manipulating the flow of sheath fluid around the top, bottom, left, and
right sides of the sample. Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 84–87. These elements allowed further
manipulation of the flow of sheath fluid around the top, bottom, left, and right
sides of the sample, and thus enabled a number of fine positional adjustments to
the sample. Ex. 1014, Fig. 4; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 87–89.
v.

Wada (Ex. 1006)

Wada et al. described a design that used inlet microchannels to focus a
particle-containing sample within a main flow channel. See Ex. 1006, 9:8–26; Ex.
1003 ¶ 65. One embodiment of this design (depicted in Figure 1A) shows a crosssection of a microfabricated sheath flow structure that is designed to focus the
particles in a sample into the center of the main channel by injecting fluid through
two orthogonal inlet microchannels.

17
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See Ex. 1006, Fig. 1A, 9:8–26; Ex. 1003 ¶ 65. Wada also showed other
embodiments that incorporate additional inlet microchannels in a variety of
configurations to provide further control over the position of particles within the
main channel, as discussed below in Section IV. See, e.g., Ex. 1006, Figs. 22–23;
Ex. 1003 ¶ 66.
vi.

Haussecker (Ex. 1015)

Haussecker described designs similar to those shown in Wada, which it
explained provide “multi-step (cascading), hydrodynamic fluid focusing,” as
illustrated in Figure 2:

Ex. 1015, Fig. 2 ¶¶ [0023]–[0027]; Ex. 1003 ¶ 80. In this design, at least “two
focusing steps” were used. Ex. 1005 ¶ [0027]; Ex. 1003 ¶ 81. In a first step,
sheath fluid was injected through microchannels 34 and 32 to focus the sample in a
first circled region (36). Ex. 1003 ¶ 81. In a second step, sheath fluid was injected
through microchannels 48 and 46 to further focus the sample in a second circled
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region (44). Ex. 1003 ¶ 81. With each step, “the sample fluid (an outline of which
is depicted by the continuous, dashed streamline within the center channel 30)”
became more focused. Ex. 1015 ¶¶ [0024]–[0026]; Ex. 1003 ¶ 82. Optional,
“additional focusing channels”—depicted on the right-hand side of the figure—
were suggested to focus the sample further. Ex. 1015 ¶ [0027]; Ex. 1003 ¶ 82.
The claims in Haussecker are very similar to the challenged claims of the
’912 Patent. E.g., Ex. 1016 (“Haussecker FH”), 149, cl. 38; see also id., 144, cl. 1;
145, cl. 13; 146, cl. 18; 147, cl. 21; 148, cl. 33. Notably, all of the Haussecker
claims were rejected as anticipated by U.S. Patent No. 6,592,821 to Wada et
al.—which shares a common specification with Wada—and thereafter
abandoned. Ex. 1016, 1–9; Ex. 1003 ¶ 83.
vii.

Flow Cytometers Using Microfluidic Hydrodynamic Focusing
Were Commercially Marketed Before 2003

Flow cytometers incorporating microfluidic devices had been commercially
marketed well before 2003. See, e.g., Ex. 1019, 167; Ex. 1021, 133; see also Exs.
1017, 1020; Ex. 1003 ¶ 90. Hydrodynamic focusing was used in many of these
flow cytometers to provide two- and three-dimensionally focused sample flows
within a flow channel because it “facilitates the passage of the particles through the
measurement zone in a single file fashion, and helps avoid clogging of the flow
channel.” Ex. 1005, 1:27–33; Ex. 1003 ¶ 63; Ex. 1017, 271, Fig. 8; see also Ex.
1019, 55–56, 167; Ex. 1021, 133.
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In fact, by the mid-1990s, “[a]ll modern optical flow cytometer designs
[made] use of sheath flow, or hydrodynamic focusing, to confine the sample or
core fluid containing the cells to the central portion of a flowing stream of cell-free
sheath fluid.” Ex. 1021, 133; Ex. 1003 ¶ 90. A skilled person thus would have
known that microfluidic systems could be designed to achieve the types of
positional adjustments to samples and the particles therein required for a variety of
flow cytometry applications using hydrodynamic focusing.
In 1998, for example, a company called Micronics published the design of
two microfluidic sheath flow structures employing hydrodynamic focusing for use
in a flow cytometer. See Ex. 1020 (“Micronics 1998”); Ex. 1003 ¶ 91. These
devices were successfully used to analyze cells in a blood sample in a flow
cytometer. Ex. 1020, abstract; Ex. 1003 ¶ 91. The microfluidic devices in
Micronics 1998 used traditional hydrodynamic focusing methods “to count and
classify blood cells” using a flow cytometer, focusing the cells so as to “pass one at
a time” through the detector. Ex. 1020, 74; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 92–93.
One of the devices described in Micronics 1998 produced two dimensional
horizontal focusing. See Ex. 1020, Fig. 1, 74; Ex. 1003 ¶ 94. Another device
“produced a focusing of the [blood] sample stream by fully encircling the sample
stream with a sheath fluid stream,” i.e., three-dimensional focusing. See Ex. 1020,
Fig. 2, 74–75; Ex. 1003 ¶ 95. Both of these Micronics 1998 designs were
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operational, and “demonstrated the ability of counting and classifying platelets,
RBCs [red blood cells], and various white cell populations by means of laminatebased microfluidic flow channels” in a flow cytometer. Ex. 1020, 76; Ex. 1003
¶ 96.
By 2001, Micronics had developed these microfluidic designs for
commercial marketing. See Ex. 1017 (“Micronics 2001”); Ex. 1003 ¶ 97. The
commercially marketed device employed a design similar to that of Weigl, using
“3-dimensional hydrodynamic focusing channels for cell analysis.” See Ex. 1017,
267; Ex. 1003 ¶ 97. The result was a “low-cost plastic disposable integrated
microfluidic circuit,” in which hydrodynamic focusing was performed in the
portion labeled “Microcytometer” in Figure 1 (below):

Ex. 1017, 267–68, Fig. 1; see also id., Figs. 5–6 (showing blown-up views of the
focusing structures); Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 98–102.
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The Micronics 2001 design was used to three-dimensionally focus cells in a
blood sample into an increasingly narrow stream (left-hand panel) and ultimately
into a single file line (right-hand panel), as shown below:

Ex. 1017, Fig. 8; Ex. 1003 ¶ 102.
Micronics 2001 noted that other such devices could be “quickly produce[d]”
in response to “particular assay requirements” using routine methods. Ex. 1017,
274; see also id., abstract, 267; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 103–104. As shown in Figure 2 of
Micronics 2001, these devices could be conceptualized, designed, and prototyped
using commercially available software—and then tested in a laboratory—in about
a day:
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Ex. 1017, Fig. 2, 267; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 103–105.
C.

Person of Ordinary Skill in the Art

Petitioner submits that a person of ordinary skill in the art (a “skilled
person”) would have been someone with a bachelor’s or master’s degree in the
field of bioengineering, mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, or
analytical chemistry; or with a bachelor’s or master’s degree in a related field and
at least three years of experience in designing or developing microfluidic systems.
Ex. 1003 ¶ 110. A skilled person would have been aware of the types of
microfluidic systems discussed above in section III(B), and would have known
how to configure these types of systems to hydrodynamically focus fluids or
particles in a variety of directions within a flow channel using a variety of means.
Ex. 1003 ¶ 110.
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D.

Overview of the ’912 Patent

The ’912 Patent claims sheath flow structures with two inlets intersecting the
flow channel for introducing sheath fluid into the flow channel. An illustrative
embodiment in the ’912 Patent of a sheath flow structure used in these systems is
reproduced below:

Ex. 1001, Fig. 7A; Ex. 1003 ¶ 111. In this embodiment, the primary flow channel
(12) conveys sheath fluid through the sheath flow structure. Ex. 1001, 8:52–57;
Ex. 1003 ¶ 111. A sample inlet (15) is used to inject a sample into the sheath fluid
flowing through the flow channel. Ex. 1001, 8:52–54; Ex. 1003 ¶ 111.
The sample may contain one or more particles, around which the sheath
fluid is hydrodynamically focused in two downstream focusing regions (17 and
19). Ex. 1001, 5:9–28, 8:52–65; Ex. 1003 ¶ 112. As discussed above,
hydrodynamic focusing is a well-understood phenomenon that relies on the
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principles of laminar flow to position particles in a sample flowing through a
channel in a single-file line. See Ex. 1005, 1:33–35, 2:1–10; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 44–48.
The ’912 Patent notes that, preferably, the first focusing region (17)
accelerates and focuses the sample away from the sides and bottom of the flow
channel, while the secondary focusing region focuses the sample in a vertical
direction away from the top of the flow channel. Ex. 1001, 5:9–28, Figs. 7A and
7B; Ex. 1003 ¶ 113. These two focusing regions (17 and 19) produce a
hydrodynamically focused sheath flow through the flow channel in which the
sample is suspended as a focused core in the approximate center of the flow
channel, away from the walls of the flow channel. See Ex. 1001, 4:47–5:37, 8:52–
9:3, and Figs. 7A and 7B; Ex. 1003 ¶ 113.
E.

Identification of Claims Being Challenged

Petitioner proposes three grounds for trial as set forth below, each of which
are based on Wada. Specifically, this Petition seeks a finding that claims 2, 15, 18,
and 20–25 are unpatentable for the following reasons:
(i)

Ground 1: Claim 2, 15, and 20–25 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C.

§§ 102(a) and (e) as anticipated by Wada;
(ii)

Ground 2: Claims 2, 15 and 20–25 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C.

§ 103(a) as obvious to a skilled person in view of Wada in combination with
Micronics 2001; and
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(iii)

Ground 3: Claim 18 is unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) in view

of Wada in combination with Nieuwenhuis 2002.
Petitioner submits that these grounds are not redundant. The first ground is
based on anticipation of the claims by Wada read with the broadest reasonable
interpretation. The second and third grounds are based on obviousness, and are
based on potential arguments Patent Owner may advance concerning the meaning
or scope of the claims or the disclosures of the prior art. The second ground
explains why claims 2, 15, and 20–25, even if read in the manner that Patent
Owner may advocate, would nonetheless have been obvious to a skilled person.
The third ground explains why claim 18 would have been obvious. The second
and third grounds are thus “rational, narrowly targeted, and not burdensome.”
Great W. Casualty Co. v. Transpacific IP I Ltd., IPR2015-01912, Paper 10 at, 1718 (P.T.A.B. Mar. 22, 2016).
Petitioner observes that the “same or substantially the same prior art or
arguments” were not raised or considered during prosecution of the ’912 Patent.
See 35 U.S.C. § 325(d). Only one prior art rejection of the claims was made
during prosecution, involving U.S. Patent Application Publication No.
2012/0097633. See Ex. 1002, 81, 83–84. The applicant overcame this rejection
by, among other things, amending the claims to specify that “the sample fluid inlet
and the sheath fluid inlet are located on the same surface of the substrate” and that
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“the first and second sheath fluid channels are configured to receive sheath fluid
from a common sheath fluid inlet.” Ex. 1002 at 50–51. Id. This argument would
not apply to the grounds cited in this petition, because Wada discloses these
elements.
In addition, the references cited in the grounds were not relied upon during
prosecution and did not form the basis of a rejection of any claim. This petition
thus does not raise the same or substantially the same prior art or arguments as
were presented during prosecution of the ’912 Patent. See Microsoft Corp. v.
Parallel Networks Licensing, LLC, IPR2015-00486, Paper 10 at 15 (P.T.A.B. July
15, 2015) (instituting inter partes review on claims where, under § 325(d), the
“references were not applied against the clams and there is no evidence that the
Examiner considered the particular disclosures cited . . . in the Petition”).
Petitioner therefore respectfully requests that trial be instituted on all
grounds and arguments advanced herein. Petitioner’s proposed claim
constructions, evidence relied upon, and precise reasons why the challenged claim
is unpatentable are provided in Sections III(F)–IV.
F.

Construction of Terms Used in the Claims

In this proceeding, claims must be given their broadest reasonable
construction in light of the specification. See 37 CFR § 42.100(b); M.P.E.P. §
2111.01. Several claim terms warrant construction.
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i.

“Suspending” (Claims 2, 15)

The term “suspending” is used in the preamble of claims 2 and 15 in the
context of “suspending a particle in a sheath fluid.” See Ex. 1001, cls. 2, 15.
Petitioner submits that these preambles are not limiting but, to the extent Patent
Owner argues that they are, the term “suspending” should be construed. This term
is used throughout the specification of the ’912 Patent to refer to surrounding
particles in a sample with sheath fluid and should be construed accordingly.
In the background section, for example, the ’912 Patent states that, “in
sheath flow, a sheath fluid may envelop and pinch a sample fluid containing a
number of particles” and that the “flow of the sheath fluid containing particles
suspended therein may be narrowed almost to the outer diameter of particles in the
center of the sheath fluid.” Ex. 1001, 1:35–40. The ’912 Patent does not require
that sheath fluid must physically “contact” particles in order to “suspend” the
particles. At certain sheath fluid flow rates, hydrodynamic focusing may be used
to focus sheath fluid around particles so closely that the sheath fluid contacts the
particles, but there is no indication in the ’912 Patent that this must occur. Ex.
1003 ¶ 129.
Rather, the ’912 Patent refers to both “suspended sample particles” and a
“suspension of particles” as particles “surrounded by sheath fluid.” See, e.g., Ex.
1001, 1:32-40 (noting that sheath fluid “pinch[es] a sample fluid containing a
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number of particles” and that the “flow of the sheath fluid containing particles
suspended therein” may be narrowed), 6:24–35 (stating that the invention forces
“the sheath fluid around the suspended sample particles”); see also Ex. 1001, 2:5–
7, 2:12–14. This usage is consistent throughout the ’912 Patent. See, e.g., 4:49–60
(“introducing a sample, such as one or more particles, to the sheath fluid flowing
through the primary sheath flow channel 12, so that the sample is surrounded by
the flowing sheath fluid”), 5:24–28, 6:8–18, 7:57–8:16; Ex. 1003 ¶ 131.
Therefore, the broadest reasonable interpretation of “suspending” as used in
the preambles of claims 2 and 15 would be “surrounding.” Ex. 1003 ¶ 132.
ii.

“Symmetrically introduced . . . with respect to a centerline of
the primary flow channel” (Claim 21)

The phrase “symmetrically introduced” is used in claim 21 of the ’912
Patent, and is used to refer to the manner in which sheath fluid is introduced into
the primary flow channel. See Ex. 1001, cl. 21. This phrase does not appear in the
specification of the ’912 Patent.
The plain meaning of the phrase “symmetrically introduced . . . with respect
to a centerline of the primary flow channel” would be “introduced on opposite
sides of the flow channel with respect to a centerline of the primary flow channel.”
See, e.g., Ex. 1009, 1926 (defining “symmetrical” as “characterized by or
exhibiting symmetry” and defining “symmetry” as “the correspondence in size,
form, and arrangement of parts on opposite sides of a plane, line, or point.”); Ex.
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1003 ¶ 134. Consistent with that definition, the word “symmetric” is used in the
specification of the ’912 Patent to describe the shape of a sheath flow relative to
the centerline of the sheath flow. Ex. 1001, 11:2–4; Ex. 1003 ¶ 135.
This definition is also consistent with the use of the phrase “symmetrically
arranged” in claims 15 and 22, which refers to the arrangement of sheath fluid
channels relative to the primary flow channel. See Ex. 1001, cls. 15, 22. Each of
these uses of the words “symmetric” and “symmetrically” are consistent with its
plain and ordinary meaning and with the skilled person’s understanding of the uses
of sheath fluid for hydrodynamic focusing. See Ex. 1009, 1926; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 137,
138–147. Therefore, the plain and ordinary meaning of the phrase “symmetrically
introduced . . . with respect to a centerline of the primary flow channel” would be
“introduced from opposite sides of the primary flow channel with respect to a
centerline of the primary flow channel.” Ex. 1003 ¶ 148.
IV.

PRECISE REASONS FOR RELIEF REQUESTED
A.

Wada Anticipates Claim 2
i.

Overview of Wada (Ex. 1006)

Wada is entitled “Focusing of Microparticles in Microfluidic Systems.”
Wada issued on January 14, 2003 from Application No. 09/569,747 (“’747
Application”), filed on May 11, 2000, and claims priority to Provisional
Application No. 60/134,472 (“’472 Application”), filed on May 17, 1999. The
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relevant disclosures and drawings of Wada are also contained in the as-filed
specification of the ’747 Application (Ex. 1018, 8–209). See Ex. 1007 (red-line
comparison of the specification of Wada to the ’747 Application).
Wada is prior art to the ’912 Patent under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)
because it issued before the earliest priority date for the ’912 Patent, October 30,
2003. Wada is also prior art under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) with prior art effect
from at least May 11, 2000 (the date on which the ’747 Application was filed).
Although the applicant disclosed Wada during prosecution of the ’912
Patent, it was not relied upon during prosecution and did not form the basis of a
rejection. See Ex. 1001, face; Ex. 1002, 88, 119; see Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 114–122. Even
then, the applicant’s information disclosure form did not list any pages, column, or
lines where relevant passages or relevant figures in Wada appear. Id. As is clear
from the many relevant passages and figures discussed below, Wada discloses each
and every element of the flow structures claimed in the ’912 Patent and renders the
challenged claims of the ’912 Patent unpatentable.
Wada discloses the design of a sheath flow structure that uses a
microfabricated flow channel to create a sheath flow around a sample that contains
particles, the object of which is “Focusing of Microparticles in Microfluidic
Systems.” See Ex. 1006, title; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 154–155. Wada illustrates one such
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sheath flow structure in Figure 1A (left) and shows an actual image of two
particles focused by this structure in Figure 1B (right):

Flow
Ex. 1006, Figs. 1A, 1B (annotated to illustrate blown-up view and to include black
arrow showing flow direction); Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 156, 161.
In the cross-sectional view in Figure 1A, Wada shows an example of a
microfabricated sheath flow structure that is designed to produce a desired sheath
flow, using two sheath fluid channels arranged on opposite sides of the main flow
channel. See Ex. 1006, 9:8–26; Ex. 1003 ¶ 156. In this embodiment, “cells 100
(or other particles) are typically flowed from one microchannel into the crossjunction and focused by introducing hydrodynamic flows 102 from the two
orthogonal microchannels.” Ex. 1006, 9:8–11; Ex. 1003 ¶ 157. The fluid
introduced around the sample, as depicted in Fig. 1A, is injected in directions away
from the left and right walls of the flow channel to form a sheath flow around the
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sample. Ex. 1006, 9:18–21 (noting that such a configuration constrains particles
“to the center of a detection microchannel . . . by hydrodynamic flows 102
introduced from both sides”); Ex. 1003 ¶ 157. This fluid would be considered a
sheath fluid as that term is used in the ’912 Patent, and is introduced to the flow
channel through microchannel inlets (102). See Ex. 1006, 9:8–11; Ex. 1003 ¶ 158.
The sample or particles are conveyed through the main or primary channel
toward a downstream detector (104). See Ex. 1006, 9:17–22; Ex. 1003 ¶ 159.
Wada explains that the sample itself may include “cells,” as depicted in Figure 1A,
or “other particles.” Ex. 1006, 9:8–9, 9:24–25. Ex. 1003 ¶ 172. Wada discloses
additional embodiments in which particles are “focused with a single focusing
microchannel, or alternately, by using a series of offset focusing microchannels to
achieve focusing by serial introduction of fluids from the offset channels.” Ex.
1006, 9:13–17; Ex. 1003 ¶ 170. “Offset” focusing microchannels are located at a
different position from one another. Ex. 1003 ¶ 170. Wada also discloses that, in
each of these configurations, sheath flows would be produced. Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 168–
170.
Wada also discloses that “[n]on-orthogonal (e.g., opposing or non-opposing)
microchannels are also optionally used.” Ex. 1006, 9:12–13; see also id., 9:40–47,
25:10–14; Ex. 1003 ¶ 171. Wada shows these embodiments being used to adjust
the sample (and the particles in the sample) within the sheath fluid. See Ex. 1006,
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9:8–26, 13:1–33; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 171–172. The intersection of these microchannels
with the sample microchannel is referred to as a “common intersection region,”
which would have been understood to be a primary focusing region in which a
sample and the particles in it are adjusted by sheath fluid from the sheath fluid
microchannels. Ex. 1006, 8:62–64; Ex. 1003 ¶ 162.
Wada also describes one or more additional adjustment regions for further
focusing the sample (and the particles in the sample) within the sheath fluid. Wada
specifically notes that the embodiment in Fig. 1A, for example, may be adapted to
include more than one microchannel for adjusting a sample within the flow
channel, i.e., “a series of offset focusing microchannels to achieve focusing by
serial introduction of fluids from the offset channels.” Ex. 1006, 9:13–17; Ex.
1003 ¶ 170. Such downstream secondary focusing microchannels would further
adjust the sample in the sheath fluid within the region of these microchannels. Ex.
1003 ¶ 159. Embodiments including one or more downstream secondary focusing
microchannels are depicted in, for example, Figures 22 and 23, copied below:
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Fig. 22

Fig. 23

Ex. 1006, Figs. 22 and 23; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 164, 166.
In Figure 22, for example, cells (2200, represented by black (2208) and
white (2206) circles) flow into a main channel—where they are joined by sheath
fluid from a first pair of opposing channels (2202)—past a detector (2204). Ex.
1006, 13:2–10; Ex. 1003 ¶ 179. The cells are then sorted into one of two wells
(2210) by sheath fluid entering from at least one of a second pair of opposing
channels (2202) based on their detected properties. Ex. 1006, 13:10–16; Ex. 1003
¶ 179.
As discussed in sections IV(A)(ii)–(B), below, Wada describes flow
structures with elements corresponding to each element recited in claims 2, 15, and
20–25 of the ’912 Patent, and thus renders these claims unpatentable.
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ii.

Wada Anticipates Claim 2
1.

Preamble

The preamble of claim 2 specifies, “A flow structure for suspending a
particle in a sheath fluid, comprising . . . .”1 Wada describes flow structures within
microfluidic devices for use in “microscale systems” that employ “[m]icrofluidic
hydrodynamic focusing” to suspend and focus particles, such as cells, in sheath
fluid. Ex. 1006, 7:49–8:3; see also id., title (“Focusing of Microparticles in
Microfluidic Systems.”).
As discussed above, the broadest reasonable interpretation of “suspending”
as used in the preamble of claim 2 would be “surrounding.” Wada discloses flow
structures in which particles are suspended or surrounded in sheath fluid. Ex. 1003
¶ 154. Wada states, for example, that its flow structures “include[] a channel along
which is flowed a suspension of cells or other particles . . . .” Ex. 1006, 23:19–23;
see also id., 25:5–10. Wada further notes that the “flowing of the suspension of
cells or other particles along one or more channels of the devices” may be “carried
out by a number of mechanisms.” Ex. 1006, 27:59–61.

1

Petitioner does not admit that the preamble of claim 2 is limiting. Nevertheless,

numerous flow structures for suspending particles in sheath fluid are disclosed in
the prior art, including in Wada. See, e.g., Exs. 1005–1006, 1010–1015, 1017.
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Wada discloses that its microfluidic devices can be used for a number of
purposes, including in flow cytometry systems to “pinch[]” or “focus[]” fluid flow
streams “into a narrow region of a microchannel to facilitate single particle or
narrow streamline detection using a variety of optical detection schemes.” Ex.
1006, 8:11–15; Ex. 1003 ¶ 155. This, it explains, yields systems that are “highly
effective [] when used, e.g., in flow cytometry applications . . . .” Ex. 1006, 8:4–
11; Ex. 1003 ¶ 155. Wada accomplishes this by surrounding the particles in its
systems on one or more sides with sheath fluid, using horizontal and/or vertical
hydrodynamic focusing. Ex. 1006, 8:22-47 (horizontal focusing), 10:26–58
(vertical focusing), 11:22-24 (both)); Ex. 1003 ¶ 160.
Figure 1A of Wada shows a sheath flow structure that may be used to
surround a particle on at least two sides with sheath fluid:
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Ex. 1006, Fig. 1A; Ex. 1003 ¶ 173. In this example, sheath fluid enters the main
flow channel from the left and right sides as the particles flow down the flow
channel, focusing and suspending the particles in the sheath fluid. Ex. 1003 ¶ 158.
Therefore, Wada discloses “[a] flow structure for suspending a particle in a
sheath fluid,” as specified in the preamble of claim 2.
2.

A Primary Flow Channel

Claim 2 specifies “a primary flow channel provided within a substrate and
configured to convey fluid in a downstream direction.” Wada describes sheath
flow structures comprising a “body structure that includes at least a first
microchannel disposed therein” through which the “flow of a fluidic material” is
induced to move “at least one particle population” through the first microchannel.
Ex. 1006, 3:59-67; Ex. 1003 ¶ 173. Wada also explains that the source of the
fluidic material may be fluidly coupled to the first microchannel. Ex. 1006, 4:1–3;
Ex. 1003 ¶ 173. Wada illustrates several embodiments of these structures. One
such embodiment is shown in Figure 1A, which is reproduced with annotations
below:
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Flow
Ex. 1006, Fig. 1A (annotated to include red box showing primary sheath flow
channel, blue boxes showing sheath fluid channels, and black arrow showing flow
direction); Ex. 1003 ¶ 173.
The horizontal channel depicted in Figure 1A (circled in red) is a
microchannel in which a sample (100) is introduced. See Ex. 1006, 9:8–22; Ex.
1003 ¶ 174. In this embodiment, “cells 100 (or other particles) are typically
flowed” through this microchannel into the “main or analysis microchannel.” See,
e.g., Ex. 1006, 9:8–11, 8:62–67; Ex. 1003 ¶ 175. Wada explains that a variety of
cells or other particles may be used in these systems, which are represented in the
figures as black and white dots. See, e.g., Ex. 1006, 2:60–66, 7:49–57, 8:67–9:2,
9:8–21, 9:24–25, 13:17–33; Ex. 1003 ¶ 176. As shown by the arrows in Figure
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1A, fluid moves through the central channel in a downstream direction toward the
detector (104); Ex. 1003 ¶ 173.
Figure 22 of Wada describes another embodiment that includes a “main or
analysis microchannel.” The annotated form of Figure 22 (below) shows again the
direction of the flow and indicates the main microchannel in red.

Flow
Id., Fig. 22 (annotated to include red box showing main or primary flow channel
and black arrow showing fluid flow direction). As shown in Figure 22, fluid
moves through the main or primary flow channel in a downstream direction toward
the detector (2204) and collection chambers (2210). See Ex. 1006, 13:1–16; Ex.
1003 ¶ 179. In both Figure 1A and Figure 22, the particles are joined by the sheath
fluid in the primary flow channel. Ex. 1003 ¶ 178–179.
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Wada also describes the fabrication of these sheath flow structures. See,
e.g., Ex. 1006, 25:15–26:53; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 182–183. Wada states that the “body
structure of the microfluidic devices” described therein “typically comprises an
aggregation of two or more separate layers which when appropriately mated or
joined together, form the microfluidic device of the invention, e.g., containing the
channels . . . .” Ex. 1006, 25:15–19; Ex. 1003 ¶ 182. Wada notes that the
“channels . . . are typically fabricated into the upper surface of the bottom
substrate,” using a variety of “microfabrication techniques.” Ex. 1006, 26:5–8; Ex.
1003 ¶ 183. Wada further states that “[a] variety of substrate materials may be
employed” to fabricate the channels in these structures. Ex. 1006, 25:27–28, see
also id., 25:28–26:4.
Wada thus discloses “a primary flow channel provided within a substrate
and configured to convey fluid in a downstream direction,” as specified by claim 2.
3.

A First Sheath Fluid Channel

Claim 2 specifies “a sheath fluid distribution system including: a first sheath
fluid channel in fluid communication with the primary flow channel at a first
sheath fluid introduction region for injecting sheath fluid into the primary flow
channel in a first direction away from a first wall of the primary flow channel.”
Wada discloses embodiments in which sheath fluid is introduced to the primary
flow channel in one or more directions to focus particles flowing through the
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primary flow channel. Wada notes that this focusing may be accomplished using
“a single focusing microchannel, or alternately, by using a series of offset focusing
microchannels to achieve focusing by serial introduction of fluids from the offset
channels.” Ex. 1006, 9:13–17; Ex. 1003 ¶ 185. Wada explains that these
microchannels may be oriented in a number of different directions with different
geometries relative to the primary flow channel. See Ex. 1006, 9:39–47; Ex. 1003
¶ 186.
In the embodiment illustrated in Figure 22, a first set of opposing
microchannels (2202) intersects the primary flow channel perpendicularly from the
left and right. As shown below, the left-side sheath fluid channel injects fluid to
the right, focusing the particles in the primary flow channel away from the left-side
wall:
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First Sheath
Fluid Channel

Flow

Id., Fig. 22 (annotated to include red circle, blue box showing first sheath fluid
introduction region, black arrow showing fluid flow direction, and legend showing
first sheath fluid channel); Ex. 1003 ¶ 187. This left-side sheath fluid channel is
fluidly coupled to the primary flow channel in the region indicated by the blue box
above where the left-side microchannel introduces sheath fluid into the primary
flow channel. Ex. 1003 ¶ 188.
Wada thus discloses the first element of the sheath fluid distribution system
specified by claim 2.
4.

A Second Sheath Fluid Channel

Claim 2 specifies “a second sheath fluid channel in fluid communication
with the primary flow channel at a second sheath fluid introduction region for
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injecting sheath fluid into the primary flow channel in a second direction away
from a second wall of the primary flow channel.”
Wada describes microfluidic devices that employ multiple microchannels to
direct particles within the flow channel. See Ex. 1006, 9:13–17 (“using a series of
offset focusing microchannels to achieve focusing by serial introduction of fluids
from the offset channels”), 9:39–47 (reporting that a variety of geometries relative
to the primary flow channel may be used for the focusing microchannels); Ex.
1003 ¶ 189. The embodiment of Figure 22, for example, shows a “second set of
opposing microchannels” through which sheath fluid is introduced to the primary
flow channel to direct particles flowing through the primary flow channel in a
second direction. Ex. 1006, 13:10–16; Ex. 1003 ¶ 190.
As shown in in Figure 22, a second microchannel—downstream of the
first—intersects the primary flow channel from the right. This second
microchannel injects fluid to the left into the primary flow channel, directing the
sample in the primary flow channel away from the right-side wall:
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Second Sheath
Fluid Channel

Flow
Id., Fig. 22 (annotated to include red circle, green box showing second sheath fluid
introduction region, black arrow showing fluid flow direction, and legend showing
second sheath fluid channel); Ex. 1003 ¶ 191. The right-side sheath fluid channel
is fluidly coupled to the primary flow channel in the region where the right-side
microchannel introduces sheath fluid into the primary flow channel, indicated by
the green box in annotated Figure 22, above. In this illustration, selected cells
(2208) are directed to the left-hand collection well, away from a second, right-hand
wall of the primary flow channel. Ex. 1006, 13:10–16; Ex. 1003 ¶ 192.
Wada thus discloses the second element of the sheath fluid distribution
system specified by claim 2.
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5.

Second Sheath Fluid Introduction Region Downstream of
the First Sheath Fluid Introduction Region

Claim 2 specifies that “the second sheath fluid introduction region is located
downstream from the first sheath fluid introduction region.” The sheath fluid
introduced through the second sheath fluid channel in Figure 22 of Wada is
injected into the primary flow channel at a region downstream of the first set of
sheath fluid microchannels. Ex. 1003 ¶ 193. Referring to Figure 22, copied below,
Wada describes the first set of microchannels as being “typically located . . .
upstream” from the detector (2204):

Second Sheath
Fluid Channel
Downstream

First Sheath
Fluid Channel

Upstream
Flow

Ex. 1006, Fig. 22 (annotated to include red circles, blue box showing first sheath
fluid introduction region, green box showing second sheath fluid introduction
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region, black arrow showing flow direction, and legends showing first and second
sheath fluid channels and upstream/downstream orientation), 13:10–16; Ex. 1003
¶ 193. As shown in Figure 22, the second set of microchannels is therefore in a
region downstream from the first sheath fluid introduction region. See Ex. 1006,
Fig. 22, 13:10–16. Ex. 1003 ¶ 194.
Wada thus discloses a flow structure in which “the second sheath fluid
introduction region is located downstream from the first sheath fluid introduction
region,” as specified by claim 2.
6.

First Sheath Fluid Channel is One of a Symmetrical Pair

Claim 2 specifies that “the first sheath fluid channel is one of a pair of
sheath fluid channels symmetrically arranged with respect to the primary flow
channel.” As shown in Figure 22, the first set of microchannels is positioned
orthogonally, with the microchannel on the right a mirror image of the
microchannel on the left. See Ex. 1006, 13:6–10; Ex. 1003 ¶ 226.
Relative to the main flow channel, the arrangement of these two sheath fluid
channels is therefore symmetrical. Ex. 1003 ¶ 227. This is indicated by the dashed
line on annotated Figure 22, below:
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First Sheath
Fluid Channel of
the Pair
First Pair of
Sheath Fluid
Channels
Ex. 1006, Fig. 22 (annotated to include red circles, blue dashed line of symmetry,
and legends indicating first sheath fluid channel and first pair of sheath fluid
channels); Ex. 1003 ¶ 227. The red-circled sheath fluid channels form a pair that
together are used to introduce sheath fluid in directions toward the line of
symmetry indicated above. Ex. 1006, 13:6–10, see also id., 9:17–22; Ex. 1003 ¶
228. Wada thus discloses a sheath flow structure “wherein the first sheath fluid
channel is one of a pair of sheath fluid channels symmetrically arranged with
respect to the primary flow channel,” as specified by claim 2.
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iii.

Wada Anticipates Claim 15
1.

Preamble

The preamble of claim 15 specifies, “A flow structure for suspending a
particle in a sheath fluid, comprising . . . .”2. This preamble is identical to the
preamble of claim 2. See Section IV(A)(ii)(1). Thus, for the reasons discussed
above in section IV(A)(ii)(1), Wada discloses a “flow structure for suspending a
particle in a sheath fluid,” as specified by the preamble of claim 15.
2.

A Primary Flow Channel

Claim 15 also specifies “a primary flow channel provided within a substrate
and configured to convey fluid in a downstream direction.” This claim limitation
is identical to the primary flow channel limitation in claim 2. See Section
IV(A)(ii)(2). Thus, for the reasons discussed above in section IV(A)(ii)(2), Wada
discloses “a primary flow channel provided within a substrate and configured to
convey fluid in a downstream direction,” as specified by claim 15.

2

Petitioner does not admit that the preamble of claim 15 is limiting. Nevertheless,

numerous flow structures for suspending particles in sheath fluid are disclosed in
the prior art, including in Wada. See, e.g., Exs. 1005, 1006, 1010–1015, 1017.
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3.

A First Sheath Fluid Channel

Claim 15 also specifies “a sheath fluid distribution system including: a first
sheath fluid channel in fluid communication with the primary flow channel at a
first sheath fluid introduction region for injecting sheath fluid into the primary
flow channel in a first direction away from a first wall of the primary flow
channel.” This claim limitation is identical to the first sheath fluid channel
limitation in claim 2. See Section IV(A)(ii)(3). Thus, for the reasons discussed
above in section IV(A)(ii)(3), Wada discloses the first element of the sheath fluid
distribution system specified by claim 15.
4.

A Second Sheath Fluid Channel

Claim 15 also specifies “a second sheath fluid channel in fluid
communication with the primary flow channel at a second sheath fluid introduction
region for injecting sheath fluid into the primary flow channel in a second
direction away from a second wall of the primary flow channel.” This claim
limitation is identical to the second sheath fluid channel limitation in claim 2. See
Section IV(A)(ii)(4). Thus, for the reasons discussed above in section
IV(A)(ii)(4), Wada discloses the second element of the sheath fluid distribution
system specified by claim 15.
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5.

Second Sheath Fluid Region Downstream of the First
Sheath Fluid Region

Claim 15 also specifies that “the second sheath fluid introduction region is
located downstream from the first sheath fluid introduction region.” This claim
limitation is identical to the downstream limitation in claim 2. See Section
IV(A)(ii)(5). Thus, for the reasons discussed above in section IV(A)(ii)(5), Wada
discloses that “the second sheath fluid introduction region is located downstream
from the first sheath fluid introduction region,” as specified by claim 15.
6.

Sample Fluid Inlet

Claim 15 also specifies “a sample fluid inlet provided on a surface of the
substrate and configured to receive a sample fluid.” Figure 22 of Wada, which
provides an illustrative embodiment of each of the preceding elements of claim 15,
shows the introduction of the sample fluid (2200) through a channel into the
primary flow channel, as shown below:
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Ex. 1006, Fig. 22 (annotated to include green box). The sample fluid (2200) enters
the primary flow channel at the point indicated by the green box.
Although Wada does not depict the inlet through which this sample fluid is
introduced to the flow channel in Figure 22, a skilled person would have
understood that the sample fluid inlet would be provided on the surface of a
substrate and would be configured to receive a sample fluid based on the
disclosures in Wada regarding the structure and construction of the sheath fluid
channels and inlets in its microfluidic devices. Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 210–212. The
microfluidic devices described in Wada—such as the device pictured in Figure
22—are assembled from two or more layers sandwiched on top of one another.
Ex. 1006, 25:15–19; Ex. 1003 ¶ 213. This results in a microfluidic device that
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typically includes “a top portion, a bottom portion, and an interior portion.” Ex.
1006, 25:20–23; Ex. 1003 ¶ 213. The microchannels of the device are “typically
fabricated into the upper surface of the bottom substrate or portion of the device, as
microscale grooves or indentations,” using a variety of known “microfabrication
techniques.” Ex. 1006, 26:5–8; Ex. 1003 ¶ 213.
The top and bottom portions are “planar surfaces” that are sandwiched
together to create the channels depicted, for example, in Figure 22. See Ex. 1006,
25:20–23, 26:17–24; Ex. 1003 ¶ 214. To allow for introduction of sheath and
sample fluids into these channels, “the top portion also includes a plurality of
apertures, holes or ports disposed therethrough, e.g., from the first planar surface to
the second surface opposite the first planar surface,” which the skilled person
would understand to be inlets. Ex. 1006, 26:11-16. Ex. 1003 ¶ 215–217.
These inlets are oriented in such a way as to place them in “communication
with at least one of the channels and/or chambers formed in the interior portion of
the device from the grooves or indentations in the bottom substrate.” Ex. 1006,
26:25–29; Ex. 1003 ¶ 218. In the completed microfluidic devices describes in
Wada, these inlets facilitate “fluid or material introduction into the channels or
chambers of the interior portion of the device . . . .” Ex. 1006, 26:29–32; Ex. 1003
¶ 219. A skilled person would have understood the inlet to the sample fluid
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channel to be “a sample fluid inlet” configured to receive a sample fluid. Ex. 1003
¶ 220.
Wada thus discloses a sheath flow structure in which “a sample fluid inlet
provided on a surface of the substrate and configured to receive a sample fluid,” as
specified by claim 15.
7.

Sheath Fluid Inlet

Claim 15 also specifies “a sheath fluid inlet provided on a surface of the
substrate and configured to receive a sheath fluid.” Figure 22 of Wada shows the
introduction of sheath fluid (2202) through a number of channels into the primary
flow channel, as shown below:
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Ex. 1006, Fig. 22 (annotated to include blue boxes showing sheath fluid channels);
Ex. 1003 ¶ 208. The sheath fluid (2202) enters the primary flow channel through
at least each of the blue-boxed channels and then flows downstream, as indicated
in Figure 22. Ex. 1003 ¶ 209.
Although Wada does not depict the inlets through which this sheath fluid is
introduced to the flow channel in Figure 22, a skilled person would have
understood that the sheath fluid inlet(s) would be provided on the surface of a
substrate and would be configured to receive a sheath fluid based on the
disclosures in Wada regarding the structure and construction of the sheath fluid
and sample inlets in its microfluidic devices. Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 210–212. As discussed
in section IV(A)(iii)(6), above, Wada describes inlets in its microfluidic devices
that facilitate fluid introduction into the device channels. A skilled person would
have understood the inlet or inlets to the sheath fluid channels in Figure 22 to be a
“sheath fluid inlet” or inlets configured to receive a sheath fluid. Ex. 1003 ¶ 220.
Wada thus discloses “a sheath fluid inlet provided on a surface of the substrate
and configured to receive a sheath fluid,” as specified by claim 15.
8.

Sample Fluid Inlet in Fluid Communication with Primary
Flow Channel

Claim 15 further specifies that “the sample fluid inlet is in fluid
communication with a sample introduction region of the primary flow channel.”
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As discussed above in section IV(A)(iii)(6), the inlets in the devices of Wada are
oriented to place them in “communication with at least one of the channels and/or
chambers formed in the interior portion of the device from the grooves or
indentations in the bottom substrate.” Ex. 1006, 26:25–29; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 220–222.
In the complete microfluidic devices describes in Wada, these inlets facilitate
“fluid or material introduction into the channels or chambers of the interior portion
of the device . . . .” Ex. 1006, 26:29–32; Ex. 1003 ¶ 219.
As shown in Figure 22, the sample (2200) is introduced to the primary flow
channel at the point indicated by the green box:

Ex. 1006, Fig. 22 (annotated to include green box); Ex. 1003 ¶ 205. A skilled
person would have understood that the sample would be introduced into the flow
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channel in this region through a sample fluid inlet, and that this sample fluid inlet
would have been in fluid communication with this sample introduction region. Ex.
1003 ¶¶ 206–207. Wada thus discloses that “the sample fluid inlet is in fluid
communication with a sample introduction region of the primary flow channel,” as
specified by claim 15.
9.

Sample Fluid Inlet and Sheath Fluid Inlet on Same
Surface

Finally, claim 15 specifies that “the sample fluid inlet and the sheath fluid
inlet are located on the same surface of the substrate.” As discussed above in
section IV(A)(iii)(6), Wada states that the “apertures, ports or holes”—i.e., inlets—
are formed in “the top portion” or substrate of the device. Ex. 1006, 26:11-16.
Wada explains that these inlets typically extend “from the first planar
surface to the second surface opposite the first planar surface” of this top portion
and are in “communication with at least one of the channels and/or chambers
formed in the interior portion of the device from the grooves or indentations in the
bottom substrate.” Ex. 1006, 26:11-16, 26:25–29; Ex. 1003 ¶ 216. Referring to
Figure 22, for example, a skilled person would have understood the sample fluid
and sheath fluid inlets to be located on the same surface—the top surface—and to
extend through the top surface into the interior portion of the device pictured in
Figure 22. Ex. 1003 ¶ 217.
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Wada thus discloses that “the sample fluid inlet and the sheath fluid inlet are
located on the same surface of the substrate,” as specified by claim 15.
iv.

Wada Anticipates Claim 20

Clam 20 depends from claim 15 and specifies that “the second direction is
transverse to a major plane of the substrate.” Wada specifically discloses that
either “horizontal focusing” or “vertical focusing”—or both—may be employed to
focus the sample within the flow channel. See, e.g., Ex. 1006, 8:22–47 (vertical
focusing), 10:26–58 (horizontal focusing); 8:44–47 (both), 10:55-58; Ex. 1003
¶ 195–196.
As discussed above, the microfluidic devices of Wada are typically
fashioned from two substrate layers sandwiched together. Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 213–214.
Focusing the sample horizontally—e.g., toward the left or right side of the flow
channel—surrounds a particle with sheath fluid in a direction within the major
plane of these substrates. Ex. 1003 ¶ 197. Focusing the sample vertically—e.g.,
toward the top or bottom of the fluid passage—surrounds a particle with sheath
fluid in a direction transverse to, i.e., perpendicular to, this major plane. Ex. 1003
¶ 198; see also Ex. 1006, 8:30–34 (“A vertically focused particle stream
corresponds to a plane that is oriented approximately 90° from a plane in which a
horizontally focused particle stream . . . would be oriented.”); 10:35–39
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In a configuration of the embodiment in Figure 22 in which the second inlet
is arranged to provide vertical focusing, rather than horizontal focusing as depicted
in Figure 22, the second inlet would introduce sheath fluid in a direction transverse
to a major plane of the substrate. Ex. 1003 ¶ 199. Wada thus discloses that “the
second direction is transverse to a major plane of the substrate,” as specified by
claim 20.
v.

Wada Anticipates Claim 21

Claim 21 depends from claim 15 and specifies that the “sheath fluid is
symmetrically introduced into the primary flow channel with respect to a
centerline of the primary flow channel.” As discussed above, Figure 22 of Wada
depicts a first pair of microchannels positioned on opposite sides of the primary
flow channel, with the microchannel on the right a mirror image of the
microchannel on the left. Ex. 1006, 13:6–10; Ex. 1003 ¶ 226.
Wada also depicts a “second set of opposing microchannels” downstream
from the first set. Ex. 1006, 13:2–6, 13:10–16; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 230–231. Relative to
the main flow channel, the arrangement of both pairs of sheath fluid channels is
symmetrical with respect to a centerline of the primary flow channel. Ex. 1003
¶ 227. A dashed centerline is shown on Figure 22, below:
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Ex. 1006, Fig. 22 (annotated to include red circles and blue dashed centerline); Ex.
1003 ¶ 229. Like the first pair of sheath fluid channels shown in Figure 22,
discussed above in section IV(A)(ii)(6), the second pair of sheath fluid channels
shown in Figure 22 could also be configured to symmetrically introduce sheath
fluid into the flow channel. Ex. 1006, 13:6–12, see also id., 9:17–22; Ex. 1003 ¶¶
230–231.
Wada further explains that each of the opposing channels in this second pair
could be configured to introduce sheath fluid. Ex. 1006, 13:10–12 (noting that the
second set of channels can be used to introduce “at least one hydrodynamic flow
2002” into the primary flow channel); Ex. 1003 ¶ 232. A skilled person would
have understood that the second set of opposing microchannels in Figure 22 could
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also be configured—as the first set is in both Figure 22 and Figure 1—to
“simultaneously introduc[e]” sheath fluid from both microchannels. Ex. 1006,
13:6–10; Ex. 1003 ¶ 232, 234–236. This configuration would result in
symmetrical introduction of sheath fluid into the primary flow channel from both
pairs of sheath fluid inlets shown in Figure 22. Ex. 1003 ¶ 233.
Wada thus discloses that the “sheath fluid is symmetrically introduced into
the primary flow channel with respect to a centerline of the primary flow channel,”
as specified by claim 21.
vi.

Wada Anticipates Claim 22

Claim 22 depends from claim 15 and specifies that “the second sheath fluid
channel is one of a pair of sheath fluid channels symmetrically arranged with
respect to the primary flow channel.” As discussed above and illustrated below,
Figure 22 of Wada depicts a sheath flow structure in which a second pair of sheath
fluid channels is symmetrically arranged with respect to the primary flow channel:
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Second Sheath
Fluid Channel

Third Sheath
Fluid Channel

First Sheath
Fluid Channel

Ex. 1006, Fig. 22 (annotated to include red circle, blue dashed line, and legends
showing first, second, and third sheath fluid channels). As shown above, the
second sheath fluid channel (designated “2202” within the red circle) is one of a
pair of channels. Ex. 1003 ¶ 165, 179. This second sheath fluid channel is
opposed to a third channel within the red circle. Ex. 1003 ¶ 165, 179. Together,
this pair of second and third sheath fluid channels is arranged symmetrically with
respect to the centerline of the primary flow channel. Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 229–230.
Wada thus discloses that “the second sheath fluid channel is one of a pair of
sheath fluid channels symmetrically arranged with respect to the primary flow
channel,” as specified by claim 22.
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vii.

Wada Anticipates Claim 23

Claim 23 depends from claim 15 and specifies that “a third sheath fluid
channel formed in the substrate, wherein each of the second and third sheath fluid
channels are in fluid communication with the primary flow channel at the second
sheath fluid introduction region.” The third sheath fluid channel discussed above,
and shown again in Figure 22 below, would have been understood by a skilled
person to be useful for introducing sheath fluid symmetrically into the primary
flow channel, for example, in a configuration of Figure 22 designed to focus cells
in the center of the channel:

Second Sheath
Fluid Channel

Third Sheath
Fluid Channel

Ex. 1006, Fig. 22 (annotated to include red circle and legends showing second and
third sheath fluid channels); Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 201, 230–236.
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Wada explains that this third channel, like the other channels discussed
above, would have been formed in the bottom substrate. See Ex. 1006, 26:25–29;
see also id., 25:5–10 (noting that its “microfluidic devices . . . include . . . often,
three or more intersecting channels disposed within a single body structure.”); Ex.
1003 ¶ 202. Both the second and third channels intersect the primary flow
channel. Ex. 1003 ¶ 203. A skilled person would have understood the second and
third channels to be in fluid communication with the primary flow channel at this
region of intersection. Ex. 1003 ¶ 204.
Wada thus discloses “a third sheath fluid channel formed in the substrate,
wherein each of the second and third sheath fluid channels are in fluid
communication with the primary flow channel at the second sheath fluid
introduction region” as specified by claim 23.
viii.

Wada Anticipates Claim 24

Claim 24 depends from claim 23 and specifies that “the second and third
sheath fluid channels are configured to receive sheath fluid from a common sheath
fluid inlet.” Wada explains that the inlets of its devices “are oriented such that they
are in communication with at least one of the channels . . . formed in the interior
portion of the device . . . .” Ex. 1006, 26:25–29 (emphasis added). A skilled
person thus would have understood that the second and third sheath fluid channels
in Figure 22, for example, could be configured to receive sheath fluid from a single
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inlet. Ex. 1003 ¶ 224. This type of configuration would have been preferred as it
would have required only one fluid reservoir and pumping means for both
channels, rather than a separate reservoir and pumping means for each channel.
Ex. 1003 ¶ 225.
Wada thus discloses that “the second and third sheath fluid channels are
configured to receive sheath fluid from a common sheath fluid inlet,” as specified
by claim 24.
ix.

Wada Anticipates Claim 25

Clam 25 depends from claim 23 and specifies that “the second sheath fluid
introduction region is configured to inject sheath fluid into the primary flow
channel in a thickness direction of the primary flow channel.”
As discussed above, Wada specifically discloses that either “horizontal
focusing” or “vertical focusing”—or both—may be employed to focus the sample
within the flow channel. See, e.g., Ex. 1006, 8:22–47 (vertical focusing), 10:26–58
(horizontal focusing); 8:44–47 (both), 10:55-58; Ex. 1003 ¶ 195. Because the
microfluidic devices of Wada are typically fashioned from two substrate layers
sandwiched together, focusing the sample vertically—e.g., toward the top or
bottom of the fluid passage—would be understood by a skilled person to include
surrounding a particle with sheath fluid in a thickness direction, i.e., in a direction
extending through the thickness of these substrate layers. Ex. 1003 ¶ 222; see also
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Ex. 1006, 8:30–34 (“A vertically focused particle stream corresponds to a plane
that is oriented approximately 90° from a plane in which a horizontally focused
particle stream . . . would be oriented.”); 10:35–39; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 197–198.
Wada thus discloses that “the second sheath fluid introduction region is
configured to inject sheath fluid into the primary flow channel in a thickness
direction of the primary flow channel,” as specified by claim 25.
B.

Claims 2, 15, and 20–25 Would Have Been Obvious to a Skilled
Person in View of Wada in Combination with Micronics 2001

As discussed above, Wada discloses a flow structure meeting each and every
element of claims 2, 15, and 20–25. See section IV.A. Patent Owner may
nonetheless argue that Wada does not explicitly describe particular elements of the
challenged claims, such as “suspending” a particle in a sheath fluid, “inlets” for the
sheath and sample fluids, or secondary focusing directions “transverse to a major
plane of the substrate” or in a “thickness direction.” Such distinctions (if found to
exist) would not render the claims patentable.
Patent Owner may argue that Wada does not disclose “suspending” a
particle in sheath fluid because Wada does not explicitly show sheath fluid
contacting the particles. As discussed above, however, Wada discloses suspending
particles under both Petitioner’s proposed construction and under a narrower (and
inappropriate) construction that Patent Owner may propose that requires
“contacting” the particles in sample fluid. Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 154–172. A skilled person
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would have understood that the flow structures of Wada could be configured such
that the sheath fluid contacts the particles in the microfluidic devices of Wada by,
for example, adjusting the relative flow rates of the sample and sheath fluids. Ex.
1003 ¶ 241. Moreover, high flow rates of sheath fluid relative to the sample flow
rates are typically used in microfluidic devices to produce a tightly focused, single
file stream of particles. Ex. 1010 at 266 (120:1 ratio of sheath fluid to sample fluid
flow rate); Ex. 1003 ¶ 241. Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of
ordinary skill in the art to increase the flow rate of the sheath fluid in the
microfluidic devices of Wada, such that the sheath fluid would contact the
particles, to produce an even more narrowly focused particle stream. Ex. 1003
¶ 241.
Patent Owner may argue that Wada does not disclose “inlets” for its
microfluidic devices. But, as Dr. Di Carlo notes, “A microfluidic device with fluid
channels will necessarily have one or more inlets in fluid communication with the
channels to supply fluid to the channels.” Ex. 1003 ¶ 210. The microfluidic
devices in Wada plainly have channels and must have inlets to supply fluid to
those channels. Ex. 1003 ¶ 210. And, although Wada does not explicitly depict
the inlets through which the sample and sheath fluids are introduced to the flow
channel in Figure 22, Wada expressly teaches the structure and construction of
microfluidic devices, including the provision of sheath fluid and sample inlets in
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these devices, using a variety of known microfabrication techniques and substrate
materials. See Ex. 1006, 25:15–23, 26:5–8, 26:11–32; Ex. 1003 ¶ 213–219. A
skilled person thus would have found it obvious to include inlets in the
microfluidic devices of Wada to function as “a sample fluid inlet” and one or more
“sheath fluid inlets” for these channels. Ex. 1003 ¶ 220.
Patent Owner may argue that Wada does not depict an illustrative
embodiment of its microfluidic devices in which the second direction is “transverse
to a major plane of the substrate” or in a “thickness direction.” As discussed
above, however, Wada makes clear that horizontal and vertical focusing may be
used together to focus particles even more narrowly within the flow channel and
that vertical focusing in the devices of Wada occurs by introducing sheath fluid in
a direction transverse to a major plane of the substrate, i.e., in a thickness direction.
Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 195–200. A skilled person would have considered it obvious to
include a second, vertical focusing step—combined with the first, depicted
horizontal focusing step—to surround particles on all four sides with sheath fluid
and focus them even more narrowly toward the center of the flow channel. In fact,
this was one of the major purposes of using flow structures in microfluidic
systems. Ex. 1003 ¶ 155; see Ex. 1017, Fig. 8.
A skilled person would have understood these elements to be obvious design
choices in producing a flow structure to hydrodynamically focus particles for a
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flow cytometry application, as taught by Wada, in which particles are tightly
focused into a narrow, single file stream. A skilled person would also have
understood that the flow structures of Wada could be configured in a number of
ways beyond those depicted in the figures to achieve this desired result. Ex. 1003
¶ 237.
A skilled person would have been aware of the known practical applications
for the microfluidic systems disclosed in Wada, including the commercially
developed flow cytometry application exemplified in Micronics 2001. Ex. 1003 ¶
238. These practical applications were known to depend upon precisely
positioning particles in a sample within a flow channel. Ex. 1003 ¶ 238. Wada
itself discloses that “[m]icrofluidic hydrodynamic focusing is a highly effective
technique when used, e.g., in flow cytometry applications, such as the assessment
of live/dead cell ratios . . . .” Ex. 1006 at 8:6–11; Ex. 1003 ¶ 239.
A skilled person would have understood that the flow structures of Wada
could be configured in a number of ways to practice these techniques. Ex. 1003 ¶
240. Long before the filing date of the ’912 Patent, the skilled person would have
been familiar with both the use of and the objectives for using microfluidic systems
to focus sheath fluid around particles in flow cytometry systems, namely, to
surround particles with sheath fluid to create a sheath flow, which can then be
manipulated to position the particles for accurate detection by a flow cytometer.
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Ex. 1003 ¶ 242. A skilled person seeking to create a flow structure based on the
disclosures of Wada would have consulted not only the guidance in Wada itself,
but other prior art for guidance as to how one may go about configuring the flow
structures of Wada. Ex. 1003 ¶ 242.
Such an inquiry would have led the skilled person to prior art such as
Micronics 2001, discussed above in section III(B)(vii), which describes using
design principles and commercially available software and fabrication techniques
to configure sheath flow structures to produce the desired type of hydrodynamic
focusing in a flow cytometry setting. Ex. 1003 ¶ 243.
The skilled person would have known from Micronics 2001 that one could
“quickly produce microfluidic-based designs providing innovative solutions to
particular assay requirements” using commercially available software and
fabrication techniques. Ex. 1017 at 274; Ex. 1003 ¶ 244.
As Micronics 2001 illustrates, a skilled person would have known that a
common design choice would have been to inject the particles into the device.
Micronics 2001 describes the use of its devices as explicitly including a step in
which “[s]everal drops of whole blood are injected into the” device. Ex. 1017,
270; Ex. 1003 ¶ 245. Micronics 2001 also explains that whole blood contains a
number of particles, including “red blood cells,” “platelets,” and “white blood
cells.” Ex. 1017, 270. Micronics 2001 also teaches that this injection step occurs
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in a setting in which particles are being focused in two different directions. Ex.
1017, Figs. 5–6 (showing three-dimensional focusing of the particles in two
different directions), Fig. 8 (showing single file stream of particles resulting from
focusing); Ex. 1003 ¶ 245. The skilled person would have known that flow
structures introducing sheath fluid into a primary flow channel could be configured
in a variety of ways, including those discussed above in Section IV(F)(i), and
could be readily designed in this manner. Ex. 1003 ¶ 246.
The skilled person would have expected this design process to be fairly
rapid. Ex. 1003 ¶ 247. The skilled person would have known from Micronics
2001 that flow structures could be conceptualized, designed, and prototyped using
commercially available software, and then tested in a laboratory, in about a day.
Ex. 1017 at Fig. 2, abstract (“The [Micronics] process allows [for] the rapid and
low-cost manufacturing of both simple and complex 3-dimensional microfluidic
flow structures that are routinely designed, fabricated, and tested within the space
of 24 hours.”), 267 (“each layer can be manufactured very easily and
inexpensively” and “yield[] complex 3-dimensional microfluidic structures.”); Ex.
1003 ¶ 248.
The skilled person would have viewed this process as routine. See Ex. 1017
at abstract (“The [Micronics] process allows [for] the rapid and low-cost
manufacturing of both simple and complex 3-dimensional microfluidic flow
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structures that are routinely designed, fabricated, and tested within the space of 24
hours.”); see also Ex. 1017 at 267 (“each layer can be manufactured very easily
and inexpensively” and “yield[] complex 3-dimensional microfluidic structures.”);
Ex. 1003 ¶ 249. And the skilled person would have expected that these structures
could be used successfully to suspend particles in sheath fluid. Ex. 1003 ¶ 250. As
discussed above in Section III(B), by 2003, many such structures, including the
commercially developed structures described in Micronics 2001, were already well
known in the art. Ex. 1003 ¶ 250.
Therefore, to the extent not anticipated by the disclosures of Wada alone,
claims 2, 15, and 20–25 would have been obvious to a skilled person in view of
Wada in combination with Micronics 2001.
C.

Claim 18 Would Have Been Obvious to a Skilled Person in View
of Wada in Combination with Nieuwenhuis 2002

Claim 18 depends from claim 15, and specifies that the “sheath fluid is
introduced into the first sheath fluid introduction region with a flow direction that
is substantially aligned with a longitudinal axis of the primary flow channel” and
further specifies that the “sheath fluid is introduced into the second sheath fluid
introduction region with a flow direction that is substantially perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis of the primary flow channel.”
Wada discloses the latter of these elements explicitly. The flow structures of
Wada include a second sheath fluid introduction region in which the flow direction
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is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the primary flow channel. Ex. 1003 ¶
251. This is illustrated, for example, in Figure 22, in which the sheath fluid is
introduced to the primary flow channel from a second sheath fluid channel located
on the right side of the primary flow channel and arranged perpendicularly to the
longitudinal axis of the flow channel:

Second Sheath
Fluid Channel

Flow
Ex. 1006, Fig. 22 (annotated to include green shading showing secondary sheath
fluid introduction region, green arrow showing direction of sheath fluid flow, blue
dashed line indicating longitudinal axis of primary flow channel, and black arrow
showing overall fluid flow direction); Ex. 1003 ¶ 252. Thus, Wada discloses that
the “sheath fluid is introduced into the second sheath fluid introduction region with
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a flow direction that is substantially perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the
primary flow channel,” as specified by claim 18.
Figure 22 of Wada does not depict a sheath fluid inlet in the first sheath fluid
introduction region that introduces sheath fluid in “a flow direction that is
substantially aligned with a longitudinal axis of the primary flow channel.” This,
however, would have been an obvious design choice for the first sheath fluid
introduction region. Ex. 1003 ¶ 253. A number of prior art microfluidic devices
employed this type of flow structure configuration for the first sheath fluid
introduction region. See, e.g., Ex. 1005, Fig. 5A; Ex. 1012, Fig. 5; Ex. 1013, Fig.
1; Ex. 1014, Figs. 1, 3, 5. A skilled person would thus have understood, based on
that person’s own knowledge and experience, that the sheath fluid could be
introduced at the first sheath fluid introduction region in this manner, for example
in applications in which it may be desirable to focus particles toward one side of
the primary sheath flow channel. Ex. 1003 ¶ 254.
For such applications, a skilled person would have turned to the design of
Nieuwenhuis 2002. Nieuwenhuis 2002 was presented on November 3, 2002, at the
annual Micro Total Systems Analysis (MicroTAS) Symposium, which was held
from November 3–7, 2002. Ex. 1013, cover 1–4, vii, 103–105; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 255.
Nieuwenhuis 2002 was published and made publicly accessibly no later than
November 3, 2002. See Ex. 1013, cover 1–4, vii, 103–105, Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 255–257.
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Dr. Di Carlo, along with several hundred other attendees (including others from the
United States, such as his advisor) personally received a copy of Nieuwenhuis
2002 at this symposium. See Ex. 1024, xxxiv, 799–801; Ex. 1003 ¶ 257.
The design of Nieuwenhuis 2002 is depicted below in Figure 1, which shares
design elements and purposes with the designs depicted in Wada:

Ex. 1013, Fig. 1 (annotated to include red circle showing longitudinal sheath inlet);
Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 74–75, 255.
The skilled person would have known that the microfluidic devices in Wada
and in Nieuwenhuis 2002 shared common design features and objectives, i.e.,
hydrodynamic focusing of particles. Ex. 1003 ¶ 259. As shown in Figure 1 of
Nieuwenhuis 2002, a pair of horizontally opposed sheath fluid inlets (labeled
“Control inlet[s]”) were positioned in the second sheath fluid introduction region to
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be perpendicular to the primary flow channel, just as they are in Figure 22 of
Wada. Ex. 1013, Fig. 1; Ex. 1003 ¶ 260. These horizontal, perpendicular control
inlets were used to adjust the dimensions and position of the sample flow in a
lateral dimension, as in Wada. Ex. 1013, Figs. 1, 5; Ex. 1003 ¶¶ 76, 260.
Upstream of these perpendicular sheath fluid inlets was a sheath fluid inlet,
circled in red above, arranged to introduce sheath fluid in a direction (shown by the
black arrow within the red circle) along the longitudinal axis of the primary flow
channel. Ex. 1003 ¶ 261. A skilled person would have understood that this
longitudinally arranged sheath fluid inlet could be used in the flow structures of
Wada to inject sheath fluid away from a first wall of the primary flow channel. Ex.
1003 ¶ 262. This type of arrangement would have been a logical choice, given its
demonstrated operability and utility in providing “vertical control of sample flow
dimensions” and creating a “hydro-dynamically focused sample flow” that is
focused toward the bottom of the primary flow channel. Ex. 1013, 104, Figs. 2–4;
Ex. 1003 ¶ 263.
Thus, the flow structure of claim 18 would have been obvious to a skilled
person in view of Wada in combination with Nieuwenhuis 2002.
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V.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner respectfully requests that trial be

instituted and that claims 2, 15, 18, and 20–25 of the ’912 Patent be held
unpatentable.
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/Jeffrey P. Kushan/
Jeffrey P. Kushan
Reg. No. 43,401
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
1501 K Street NW
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Attorney for Petitioner
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